
Chair: Kelsi Calvillo ocninetynines@gmail.com Secretary: Sofia Nosratabadi

Vice Chair: Jennifer Walinowicz Treasurer: Jinifer Conover
OC99s website: https://www.oc99s.org/ Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/

August 3—Business Meeting 6pm
via Zoom

August 5—General Meeting 5pm
Barbeque at OCFA Station 33 (KSNA)
followed by fire station tour. ——>

August 11-13—Palms to Pines Air
Race

August 27—Oceano (L52) weekend
camping trip & movie night (Time
TBD).

September 7—Business Meeting
6pm via Zoom

September 16—General Meeting/
White Elephant fundraiser 6:30-
8:30pm (Look for your email invite!)

October 5—Business Meeting 6pm
via Zoom.

Established in 1929 by 99 women pilots, the
members of The Ninety-Nines, Inc.®, International
Organization of Women Pilots®, are represented in
all areas of aviation today. And, to quote Amelia, fly
"for the fun of it!" OUR MISSION — The NINETY
-NINES® INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION
OF WOMEN PILOTS® promotes advancement of
aviation through education, scholarships, and
mutual support while honoring our unique history
and sharing our passion for flight.

August General Meeting

What: Fire Station tour, followed by a BBQ

Where: Fire Station #33 at KSNA airpor t.
*Meet at 3160 Airway Ave, Costa Mesa, CA
92626 for those without an airport badge.

When: Fr iday, August 5th at 5PM

What to bring: ID for gate entrance, and a side
or dessert to share for the BBQ. Please email or
phone Diane Titterington-Machado with what you
plan to bring (we’ll try not to show up with 10
bags of chips or plates of cookies).

Further info: *Please ar r ive by 4:45pm if you
do not have an airport badge for SNA.
We will need to coordinate entry for those who
don’t have badges, so please let Jennifer know if
you can escort other 99s in with you. For those
without a badge, we will meet at the Admin
building a few minutes early.

August 2022



http://www.palmstopinesairrace.com/


Join us for a fly-in & campout at
Oceano Airport

https://www.airnav.com/airport/L52


Save the Date!

We are bringing back
our fun White
Elephant Fundraiser to
benefit our chapter
scholarships.

Do you have something
new or like new around
home you’d like to
donate to our raffle?
Perhaps a cheeky
White Elephant gift
that has made its way to
you, and now you’d like
to send it on to another
unsuspecting recipient?
Or maybe your
company or business
would like to donate?
We welcome it all,
from the useful to the
silly!

Our White Elephant Fundraiser is a blind raffle, where you can
describe your donated item for auction as accurately or creatively
as you’d like, then watch the fun that ensues with a bidding war.
More info to come closer to September. Start perusing those
closets, ladies!



 
June 10, 2022 Pilot of the Year Zoom by Diane Titterington-Machado 

2021-2022 Chairman Kelsi Calvillo gave her year in review and said that her 
job was easy with Jenn Walinowicz as VC. Secretary Sofia is the backbone of 
our chapter as she is incredibly organized and detail oriented. She also 

updated our website with information that we all need.  
Lena Wilson is our MVP doing an excellent job as our treasurer 
since 2015. Lena tracks and disperses money and gives us the 
reports we need. Second MVP is Chris Cox, who set up our airshow booth and 
worked it every day. Chris stepped up as our Community Outreach Chairman. 

NEW MEMBER WELCOME  Jennifer Walinowicz first thanked Kelsi for 
continuing to do such an outstanding job as our leader and chapter Chairman. 
Then, Jenn welcomed OC99's newest members:  Afnan (Nana) Alqahtani, 
Janae Alvidrez, Maddy Bloom, Alexis Burgess, Dee Chester, Gabby Finear, 
Marilee House, Miranda Keller, Lauren Okimoto, Shannon Robertson,  
Rhianne Karpinski Silva, Racquel Stephens, Alex Strand, and Nashwa Zokari.  

NEW RATINGS  Diane T-M announcing:  Maddy Bloom— Instrument Rating. 
Chris Cox—Instrument Helicopter Rating and Certified Flight Instructor 
Instrument Rating Helicopter. Kyra Duncan—Private Pilot Certificate.  
Jess Gailing—Private Pilot Certificate. Avery Lalor—Private Pilot Certificate. 
Maddy Mearsch—type rating AC-130J. Cindy Morris—Private Pilot Certificate 
and Commercial/Instrument Rating. Shannon Robertson—Instrument Rating. 
Jennifer Walinowicz—Single Engine Seaplane Rating, Multi-Engine Rating with Commercial. 
Taylor Wilson—Commercial and Certified Flight Instructor Certificate. Congratulations to all!  

SCHOLARSHIPS  Irene Engard, Scholarship Chairman, introduced our  OC99 
scholarships recipients. Thanks to generous donations, our chapter awarded 
three $3,000 scholarships. The Trudy Briscoe Memorial Scholarship was 
awarded to LA99 Eve Lopez, the Shirley Tanner Memorial Scholarship was 
awarded to OC99 Sofia Nosratabadi and the Linda Eldridge Memorial 
Scholarship was awarded to OC99 Jinifer Conover. See the June Plane Tales for more details.   



2022 to 2023 BOARD MEMBERS  (See next page for more information.) 
 
Chris Cox presided over the installation of new officers for the next year as: 
 Kelsi Calvillo in the position of Chairman 
 Jennifer Walinowicz in the position of Vice Chairman 
 Sofia Nosratabadi in the position of Secretary 
 Jinifer Conover in the position of Treasurer. 

✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈ 

POY Awards were presented by Janise Lambert, our 2021 PPOY inductee. 

2022 PILOT OF THE YEAR  At her very first meeting, she approached our 
Membership Chair and said she would like to volunteer to help in our chapter. 
Really? You’re On! Her first flight school put her through NINE flight instructors 
for their scheduling convenience. She prevailed and received her Private 
Pilot’s Certificate, then 50 days later passed her checkride for her Instrument Rating. She's 
taken Upset Training at Santa Paula Airport, received her Seaplane rating at Alaska Floats and 
Skis, and earned her Commercial/Multiengine rating. She was an excellent Fly-In Chairman and 
a volunteer in the 99s booth at EAA AirVenture Oshkosh 2021. She  was an active volunteer in 

our Pacific Airshow booth and is a frequent  
contributor to Plane Tales. She serves as OC99's 
Vice-Chairman and received the Shirley Tanner 
Memorial Scholarship. She earned her Bachelor’s 
Degree in Aviation from Liberty University School of 
Aeronautics. In February 2022, she was promoted to 
1st Lieutenant in the Civil Air Patrol. Always with a 
smile and eager to volunteer, she's an individual that others will look up to. 
We recognize Jennifer Walinowicz as our 2022 Pilot of the Year. 

2022 PROFESSIONAL PILOT OF THE YEAR  An enthusiastic member, she joined the OC99s 
in September 2013 as a high school senior and was a loyal attendee of OC99 meetings and 
events. After earning her Private Pilot Certificate, she attended ERAU Prescott to get her 
Instrument Rating, Ground instructor ratings—both advanced and Instrument, Commercial Pilot 
Certificate and Multiengine rating. She received a degree in Aeronautical Science with a minor 
in Safety and Meteorology. She was active with the National Inter-
collegiate Flying Association, competing and  winning against students 
across the US. Later she coached other NIFA pilots. Pumping avgas 
before going to ERAU, she again pumped fuel for ACI Jet until her start 
date with the USAF. In 2019, she joined the USAF in a class of twenty-
two pilots. She ranked first and was the only female in her class!  In initial 

training she flew T-6s and T-1 Jets. As first in her class, she got first choice 
on aircraft—the AC-130J Ghostrider. She became a qualified pilot passing 
her checkride October 2021 and is currently stationed at Cannon AFB, NM. 
The Ghostrider is loaded with ordinance and flown in many unique 
situations in flying close air support and armed reconnaissance. The 
Ghostrider is bristling with cannons, hellfire missiles and small diameter 
bombs. Future plans include a high-energy laser. This is Star Wars stuff!  
Our 2022 Professional Pilot of the Year is Maddy Mearsch. 



Behind the Scenes: Chris Cox Swears in the New Board for 2022-2023

Just in case you missed it, the Executive Board of the OC99’s

was sworn in during the POY Meeting! Yep, the women you

voted into office took the oath of their respective office and I

had the honor of officiating.

I have to be honest, when Diane Titterington-Machado

approached me about taking on the task of officer

installation I hemmed and hawed, politely declined and

finally, reluctantly, agreed. Diane sent over the descriptions

of each of the positions along with a boilerplate installation

outline and I got to work. The first thing I did was read

through the duties and responsibilities of each office of the

Executive Board as outlined in our bylaws. That read

through made me sit up and take notice; I was now totally on

board and was determined to make this the best officer

installation. Why? These women are taking on serious

leadership positions and that needs to be recognized, acknowledged and respected.

So my first takeaway experience was the importance of knowing what is expected of the board and also

being part of the process (i.e. voting) for selecting our officers. Side note: Your officers are amazing

individuals and have done and are doing an amazing job.

Second takeaway was that if someone asks you to do something, even if it’s out of your wheelhouse, say

YES; expand your horizons. Had I not agreed to this task, I wouldn’t know half of what is expected of the

board and whether or not any of these positions would be something I would entertain in the future.

It was my privilege to be a small part of ushering in the 2022-2023 OC99’s Executive Board as each of

these ladies are well equipped, ready and willing to take on the responsibilities and duties of the

positions they are holding. If you missed the POY, won't you take a moment and read the following as

you might learn as I did in compiling it.

Officer Installation

Leaders are not born they are fashioned in the fires of hard work, determination, compassion and

integrity. Leadership skills are developed and honed through education, training and experience; such

as serving as an officer in the Orange County Chapter of the Ninety-Nines.

The COO of Facebook, Sheryl Sandberg once said “Leadership is about making others better as a result

of your presence, and making sure that impact lasts in your absence.”

And a quote from former First Lady Rosalyn Carter “A leader takes people where they want to go.

A great leader takes people where they don’t necessarily want to go, but ought to be.”



One of the purposes of the Ninety-Nines is to promote the ideals of service, leadership, and skill

development among women pilots. I have had the opportunity to meet and work with the women

elected to the 2022-2023 board, all great leaders in their own right. Each embodies the values and

standards of the Ninety-Nines and enriches our chapter as our representatives. With this in mind, it is

my honor to install the new officers of the Orange County Chapter of the Ninety-Nines.

Jinifer Conover, as Treasurer you shall be responsible for maintaining the financial records of the

Chapter including; preparing and reporting the financial affairs of the Chapter on a monthly basis, paying

out monies as authorized by the Board of Directors, preparing yearly budget projections and filing all

necessary financial reports to comply with The Ninety-Nines, Inc. 501(c)(3) status, both Federal and

State of California. Do you pledge to fulfill the duties and responsibilities of Treasurer and to serve, to

the best of your ability, the members of your chapter? If so, answer I do.

Sofia Nosratabadi, as Secretary you shall be responsible for keeping the official records of the Chapter.

These include the bylaws, standing rules, minutes, membership role at meetings and committee reports.

You shall also write the official correspondence of the chapter and make available to the members,

upon reasonable request, Chapter documents for inspection. Do you pledge to fulfill the duties and

responsibilities of Secretary and to serve, to the best of your ability, the members of your chapter? If so,

answer I do.

Jennifer Walinowicz, as Vice-Chairman you shall be responsible to preside at all meetings of the Chapter

in the absence of the Chairman. As Vice-Chairman it is also your duty to oversee aviation activities,

schedule monthly programs and act as the general assistant to the Chairman. Do you pledge to fulfill the

duties and responsibilities of Vice-Chairman and to serve, to the best of your ability, the members of

your chapter? If so, answer I do.

It is now my distinct honor and privilege to install the person whom you have elected to lead your

chapter as Chairman.

Kelsi Calvillo, as Chairman your duties and responsibilities are vast and varied. As the chief executive

officer of this Chapter, you shall be responsible to execute all contracts, agreements and documents as

may be required for the Chapter and ensure compliance by the Chapter with The Ninety-Nines, Inc. IRS

501(c)(3) status and present said contracts for review by the General Counsel of the Ninety-Nines, Inc.

You shall preside at all Chapter meetings and see that all officers and members of committees perform

their respective duties. In case of the absence of any officer at any meeting, you shall appoint a member

to act for such absent officer. You shall carry out the collective wishes of the members and shall be the

spokesperson for the Chapter. Do you pledge to fulfill the duties and responsibilities of Chairman and to

serve, to the best of your ability, the members of your chapter? If so, answer I do.

At this time I would like to present to the Orange County Chapter of the Ninety-Nines, your team of

Executive Board Members for the 2022-2023 year.

Written by Chris Cox



Pilot of the Year Award ~Jennifer Walinowicz

As someone who grew up without any aspiration to fly
an airplane, I have to say I am incredibly thankful that I
somehow stumbled my way into flying. As anyone who
knows me can confirm, I am always excited for
adventure, and that is exactly what I found when I
became a Flight Attendant at 18 years old. While I didn’t
dream of flight growing up, it certainly has enrichened
my life beyond measure.

A few years ago I started noticing that when I’d get to
work, I saw more and more women heading into the
flight deck. One day I think it finally sunk in: My first
officer was telling me about her layover, and I think I
must’ve identified with her spirit or sense of adventure,
because I could see myself in her shoes…I could be flying
the airplane! After planning and researching paths for about a year, I eventually found the
Ninety-Nines through suggestions in other online groups. Diane Titterington-Machado
invited me out to an OC99s meeting at the Admin building, and she was so kind and
welcoming. I ended up winning a neat WASP calendar in the auction and left feeling
excited and in awe of the number of impressive women at that meeting.

Thinking back on the short time I’ve been part of The Ninety-Nines, I see that the more I
have become involved in our chapter, the more I have gained; We have such a unique
mix of people, from mentors passing on valuable knowledge and skills, to friends I’ve
shared flight training “firsts” with, all while learning about the history of women in flight
and those who paved the way. I’ve had the best time - first planning fly ins, and now
trying to organize fun events for our chapter and getting to know other nearby Ninety-
Nines. I look forward to staying active in our chapter as I progress towards my goal of
becoming a professional pilot. I probably didn’t convey it well at our POY (I think I was
in shock!), but amongst our many amazing women, I am so grateful for the award. I
called my mom after our virtual POY, and she was shouting over the phone when she
learned about the award, and her husband has shown every pilot that he meets the photo
of my award. I am blessed to have cheerleaders all around!

I will look forward to seeing you all around in the fall! And in the meantime, you can
always count me in for whatever aviation adventure you have in mind!

~Jenn



Professional Pilot of the Year Award ~Maddy Mearsch

I started flying in the late summer of 2013, working towards my private

pilot certificate through Sunrise Aviation at KSNA. Up until then flying

had always been something that piqued my interest, but I had never

considered it a possible career. Shortly after beginning my flying

journey, I started attending Ninety-Nines meetings, hoping to find

advice and mentorship as a brand-new student pilot. Each month I met

so many wonderful ladies, including Diane TM who instantly became

my mentor and model pilot, guiding me every step of the way. I

continued to work towards my private throughout my senior year of

high school, eventually becoming a licensed pilot in August 2014.

Just a couple weeks after passing my private checkride I moved to

Prescott, AZ to start my freshman year at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University. Like most of my peers,

my goal was to earn the rest of my certificates up to CFII, instruct at Riddle for a couple years, and

eventually get hired by a regional airline. I had absolutely no idea where my flying career would actually

take me! After finishing up my commercial multi-engine cert my Junior year at Riddle, I realized that my

flying dreams had shifted a bit. I saw all the unique and rewarding opportunities the Air Force offered

and began thinking that maybe becoming an airline pilot just wasn’t for me. I took a huge leap of faith

and decided to not pursue becoming a CFII, instead I spent my senior year at Embry-Riddle putting

together an application package for Officer Training School (OTS). I graduated in Spring 2018 with a

Bachelors in Aeronautical Science and a minor in Aviation Safety and Meteorology. Two months later, I

submitted my application package and was lucky enough to be selected for a pilot slot and to attend

OTS. After about a year of waiting and a brief stint as a line tech at ACI Jet, I attended OTS and

commissioned as a Second Lieutenant in May 2019.

Immediately following OTS, I was shipped off to Laughlin AFB in Del

Rio, TX to start the challenging yet very exciting process of

Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT). I learned more about

airmanship and what it means to be a pilot within that year and a

half than I ever had in college. I flew the T-6 Texan II for about six

months, taking on new challenges such as aerobatics and

formation flying, eventually culminating with a slightly terrifying

but incredible formation solo. After the T-6 I continued to expand my skills as a pilot in the T-1 Jayhawk.

Another six months, several late nights of studying and a few checkrides later, I finally earned my wings

and became an Air Force pilot. Even still, the best was yet to come!

I had always known I wanted to fly the C-130, and I always assumed I wanted to be on the “slick” C-130

(which has a primary mission of airlift and cargo transport). I had also always been aware of the AC-130,

I thought the mission was enticing but again I never really considered it a possibility as they’re usually

pretty rare to get out of pilot training. A bit of hard work and a stroke of luck later, I had a slot to fly the

AC-130J Ghostrider. The past couple years of flying the gunship have been surreal yet incredible. It’s

hard to describe exactly how it feels to be behind the controls of an airborne piece of artillery, but let’s

just say it can be a kick in the pants (literally, live fires do feel like that!).

I’d like to thank each of you for this award, it’s truly an incredible honor and a full-circle moment. To say

I wouldn’t be here without the help of the OC 99’s would be an understatement! The amazing women

I’ve met within the past 10 years have given me the inspiration and passion I needed to succeed as a

professional pilot. Although I no longer live in California, I still look forward to attending every zoom

meeting I can and to staying connected with the OC 99’s. Cheers!



Meet Our 2022 Scholarship Winners!

Eve Lopez—Trudy Briscoe Memorial Scholarship: To calm my
12-year-old daughter’s anxieties about leaving home for college in 6 years’
time, I jokingly told her not to worry, I’d learn to fly an airplane so we could
visit anytime she felt homesick.

After my daughter continued to ask about when I was going to learn to fly,
on March 26, 2016, I took a discovery flight and my life forever changed.
That is how my passionate love affair with aviation began. Becoming
airborne while behind the controls for the first time, something deep in my
soul awoke everything I never knew was missing. In that moment, I realized
flight is my passion and following that passion, I first earned by sport pilot
certificate before earning my private pilot certificate on July 15, 2019. I
earned my instrument rating on October 18, 2021.

Approaching my 50th birthday, with my daughter across the country
attending college, I decided to pull back from work to focus on flying. I plan on earning my CFI rating
so I can be an example to others that it is never too late to pursue your passion.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Sofia Nosratabadi—Shirley Tanner Memorial Scholarship:
This is the second time Shirley Tanner is acting as the invisible pillar of
support behind my aviation journey: first, in my Instrument training, and
now in my Commercial training. When she was still with us, Shirley was
the mentor of my mentor, Diane Myers. Thanks to these two pilots, I am
inching closer to my ultimate goal of becoming a cargo pilot and making a
Transatlantic crossing.

My flying experience was only supposed to amount to a one-time discovery
flight as a birthday gift over a decade ago. Instead, it turned into a never-
ending quest for more. With this kind of support firmly rooting me in
aviation, there is no turning back!

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Jinifer Conover—Linda Eldridge Memorial Scholarship: My journey to
earning my private pilot’s certificate has not been a straight road, more like switchbacks,
and the occasional roundabout with a speed bump or two thrown in.

But, when your passion is indestructible and you have the support of family, friends and
the fierce women aviators who have paved the path before you, you can succeed in the
face of adversity.

The Ninety-Nines and this scholarship in memory of Linda Eldridge have made
obtaining my private pilot certificate possible. With this scholarship I am able to
complete my PPL and then on to eventually earn my CFI where I can one day teach
others with the same aviation bug. I am incredibly grateful and hope to honor Linda’s
memory and her legacy as I continue my aviation journey.



Trudy Briscoe earned her pilot’s certificate in 1992 at
the age of 55, which was a monumental moment in her
quest to get the most out of life. Her wonderful husband,
Bill (a retired police officer) encouraged Trudy by
buying her flying lessons. After her third lesson, she told
Bill that her hands were still sweating from holding the
yoke. She continued her training to earn her Private
Certificate, Commercial Certificate, and Instrument
Rating. Trudy enjoyed flying her Cessna-172 Skyhawk
every couple of weeks with Bill as her favorite co-pilot.
Trudy became a Ninety-Nine in 2001.

Shirley Tanner was a vibrant member of the Orange
County 99s. This adventurous lady learned to fly in the late
1960s and besides her Private Pilot Certificate, her licenses
and ratings included Commercial, Instrument, Certified
Flight Instructor, Multi-Engine, and glider pilot. Shirley was
Chairman of our Chapter (1972-1974) and was awarded
Pilot of the Year in 1971. Shirley inherited a great interest in
technology and transportation. This interest led both Shirley
and her sister into aeronautics and a love of flying. At one
time, they enjoyed the bright pink colors of Baskin Robbins
and did public relations work for them. Shirley and her
sister flew their Bonanza in a lot of air races, and did a lot of
air marking, painting the 99s compass rose on several
airports.

Who were Trudy Briscoe, Shirley Tanner, and Linda Eldridge ?

Linda Eldridge started flying in 1979 and
joined the Ninety Nines in 1983. Linda went on
to earn her IFR, Comm, Multi, and Instructor
ratings. The impression of Linda was of a soft-
spoken Southern Belle who played and taught
piano, but Linda could be a tough task-master
when it came to teaching flying, especially IFR.
She was patient and able to keep her students
focused on being the best they could be. Linda
held several chapter offices, including Chair, and
taught at the chapter’s flying companion
seminars and also on Girl Scout Day. Several
chapter members enjoyed attending
melodramas at the little theater where she
played piano while the always outwitted villain
slunk around.



I am humbled to have been selected as the recipient of the

Trudy Briscoe scholarship and beyond grateful for the

amazing opportunity this scholarship provides to earn my

commercial rating on my journey to becoming a CFI.

Excited to start, my first commercial lesson was jammed

packed. Following a review of slow flight, stalls and steep

turns, I was introduced to several new maneuvers.

Chandelles. Lazy eights. Steep turns (50 bank).

Between my first and second lessons, I put some left-over

sidewalk chalk to good use. After drawing a compass on my

driveway, I “walked” the maneuvers on and around the

makeshift chalk compass to start to cement the maneuvers

into memory.

Before long, I was off to my second lesson. Noticing that

while performing a Chandelle and a Lazy Eight during my

second lesson I was fixating too much on instrumentation

in the plane, my instructor asked if I was ready to try the

maneuvers with my instruments covered!

Suppressing my initial thought to say “no!” instead I pushed my comfort zone and gave it a try.

To my great surprise, I performed the maneuvers much better with my instruments covered.

Because my instructor left for the airlines shortly thereafter, and my back-up instructor lost his

medical, the downtime in securing a new instructor provided me the opportunity to begin

studying with Sheppard’s Air. My lessons with my new instructor begin August 2 and I am excited

to continue on this journey.

Eve Lopez

Commercial Pilot in Progress

WHEN ASKED TO DO SOMETHING SAY YES
INSTEAD OF NO. FIND YOUR OWN LIMITS AND

PUSH A LITTLE BEYOND THOSE.

WHATEVER THEY MAY BE.

TRUDY BRISCOE
commercial lesson #1

commercial lesson #2



Candidacy for International Director ~Pat Prentiss

Thank you to all my Chapter members for supporting my candidacy for International Director. While I

have been in this position before, I felt running for it again, and hopefully prevailing, was in my best

interest and the best interest of The Ninety-Nines.

For almost 20 years, maybe a bit more, I have chaired the

Building Maintenance Committee and I have seen many

improvements. We’ve exercised being cost conscious and we’ve

prioritized what we really need to do while making decisions for

the future – and we’ve done a lot. Having a General Contractor’s

License in my back pocket certainly is an asset to this cause.

Presently, we’re faced with a revision that has moved our

Headquarters operation to our single-story building. This move

will allow for the expansion of our 99s Museum of Women Pilots.

I suspect that construction will begin right after our Annual

Meeting in July. You’ll be kept abreast of the changes as we go along.

So, when members of the Nominating Committee approached me and asked if I would run for another

term as International Director, how could I say “no”? Frankly, in doing so (and if elected) I find serving

our organization in any capacity, very fulfilling and rewarding.

Aside from the Building Maintenance, there will be other activities that I will oversee and as a member

of the incoming International Board, as well as belonging to a group of women entrusted with the

overall direction of a corporate enterprise, I am honored to serve in this capacity.



Commercial Checkride ~Lauren Okimoto

Has the President ever interfered with one of your check rides? On June 8, 2022, I was
scheduled to take my commercial check ride with Designated Pilot Examiner (DEP)
Travis Baker. It was a whirlwind week to take a check ride anywhere within the Los
Angeles area because President Biden was in town to host the Summit of the Americas
conference. Presidential Temporary Flight Restrictions (TFRs) were guaranteed to
appear that week and the notice of restrictions would not be announced far in advance
of President Biden’s visit. On June 6, at 4:00 pm, the most extensive TFRs I have ever
seen were released for the upcoming week. This announcement determined the fate of
any students taking check rides at Sling Pilot Academy that week. Sling Pilot Academy
of course had a backup plan. This was to send all students, the DPE, and a few planes
out to Chino, CA; an area unfamiliar to most students, to take their commercial check
rides. Luckily, my check ride was at 7:00 am, just in time before the Presidential TFRs
set in at 1:30 pm, so I could fly with Travis at my home turf of Torrance Airport (KTOA).

On the day of my commercial check ride, Travis and I started with what I thought was
plenty of time. First, Travis looked at my logbook entries for the long commercial cross-
country requirement. There was some confusion about where I went for my single
engine 300nm cross-country flight, with landings at three points and one point at least
250nm from the point of departure. Travis spent an hour researching the regulation to
see if I followed the rules correctly. Finally, we were able to look up my flight track at
adsbexchange.com to prove that I landed at Grand Canyon (KGCN), San Bernardino
(KSBD), Long Beach (KLGB), and then back to Torrance (KTOA). After that hurdle was
over, we started on the oral questioning. It was now about 10:00 am and the
Presidential TFRs was supposed to begin in a few hours. However, now the weather
was not cooperating as a marine layer lingered over the airport. So, Travis and I started
sharing stories about him flying in the Pacific Northwest and myself working for
Hawaiian Airlines. It took an hour, but suddenly at 11:00 am the clouds were gone!
Travis wanted to be back on the ground at 12:45 pm so we would be back in plenty of
time before the Presidential TFRs. So now I was even more pressed for time to
complete my check ride. Of course, I wanted to get this done in one shot and have my
commercial check ride behind me.

I began what was the fastest, most efficient check ride of my life—or possibly any pilot.
We started the engine at 11:20 am. I was worried sick that there was not enough time to
finish my check ride. In my expeditious preflight check, I accidentally locked the canopy
door handle and had to stick my hand outside and unlock it with the engine on. First, we
started with a short field takeoff and a right downwind departure out of Torrance and
flew to the Queen Mary, which was the first waypoint on my flight plan from the oral. It
was very hard to see the ship because of the visibility that day. Then we went to the
Long Beach practice area where we did slow flights and stalls. I got to choose between
doing chandelles or lazy eights, as well as steep turns or steep spirals. I choose
chandelles and steep turns. My chandelle was good, but my steep turns were not
exactly perfect since the weather did not allow for many visual references that day.
However, Travis let me move on. Next, I performed accelerated stalls. Travis said my



maneuver needed more bank. Otherwise, we would just be spinning in circles all day.
The marine layer had crept away just enough where I could do eights on pylons over
the Angel’s Gate Lighthouse just under the cloud layer. After my emergency descent,
we headed back to Torrance for the performance landings. Travis told me to imagine a
baby in the plane with us and my soft field landing needed to be so soft that the baby
did not wake up. With that advice, I performed the best soft field landing I have ever
done. It was smooth like butter! Next, Travis let me do a short field landing to a soft field
takeoff without taxiing back since we were so pressed for time. Finally, it was time for
the power off 180. Before we took off, Travis showed me the section in the Airman
Certification Standards (ACS) where it states that I am not allowed to go around and
had only one shot to land it. During the approach, Travis’ head was perfectly positioned
so it blocked the runway, so I waited a few seconds too long once the engine was cut to
turn toward the runway. I exclaimed “I’m not gonna make it!” as we were on short final.
However, Travis replied, “Just hold it off!” Luckily, the aviation Gods were with me that
day and a small gust of wind helped me right at the end to perfectly make the point. We
taxied back to Sling. Travis and I only flew a quick 1.2 hours together and we were back
in plenty of time before the Presidential TFRs! I was so happy and relieved to have
passed and completed it all in one day. We debriefed, and Travis congratulated me with
one of his signature pens. I may now hold the unofficial record for the fastest check ride,
but I would appreciate it if the President could kindly stay away from Los Angeles during
my future examinations.



2022 Air Race Classic ~Donna Harris

It was a dark and stormy night. No,
that’s not right. It was a hot and
bumpy ride. That’s it! With the 45th

Air Race Classic in the history books, I
can look back on all the planning that
was to have taken place as a racer and
all the effort that was put in by
hundreds of volunteers along the way.
And I can smile. My team had three
goals to accomplish: 1) finish the race;
2) get no penalties; and 3) have a
positive score.

The race route took us from Lakeland,
FL through and across the south and
Midwest, stopping in Moultrie, GA; Muscle Shoals, AL; Hattiesburg, MS; Pine Bluff, AR; Ada, OK;
Lawrence, KS; Mt. Vernon, IL; Tullahoma, TN; and ended in Terre Haute, IN after a flyover at
Washington/Daviess County, IN. 2,200 nautical miles. We had excessive heat warnings, with day temps
in the mid-90s! We had headwinds on most of the legs, so overall scores were very low.

The journey getting to and from the race was almost as exciting! I departed SNA at 6:30am on my
favorite corporate jet, aka Southwest Airlines, and flew into Indianapolis and took a shuttle to Fort
Wayne, where the team pilot, Lara Gaerte, and our plane awaited me. An hour after arriving in Fort
Wayne, a storm hit the town, with 65-mph winds, gusting 85, peaking at 98! Many trees were downed
by the high winds and some were ripped out by the roots. Much of the town lost power, including
Lara’s house. Since many houses in town had sump pumps, said pumps stopped working without power
to it! We spent the next 12 hours, all night, hand bailing and acting as human sump pumps, hauling 5-
gallon buckets of water up the basement stairs, in the dark, as many as 30 trips an hour. Once daylight
arrived, streets had been cleared and Lara’s parents arrived with a generator to take over our job on the
pump. The next task was to clear the downed trees in her back yard, which took several more hours in
the increasing heat and humidity. This beach gal was not used to the weather there! After 36 hours of
being awake, and still without power in the house, I collapsed in bed, knowing that we would be getting
up in a few hours to fly to Florida. No time for flight planning the race route!

The trip from KGWB to KLAL was my turn to fly and it accomplished several personal goals. I got current
with three landings, had one hour of actual IMC, and pushed me past 300 flight hours! Knowing that it
was going to be hot, we filed an IFR flight plan for 6,000’ and hoped to arrive before any summer storms
beat us to Lakeland. The flight was quite nice with lots of white puffy, clouds keeping us company and
only one snippy controller along the way. On the descent into KLAL, we had a low voltage light come on,
so off comes the auto pilot and everything else that wasn’t essential. Lara deemed I was essential so
had me focus on landing while she tried to troubleshoot the issue. As we came in, the lady in the tower
was busy handling incoming race traffic, as well as normal arriving and departing local and commercial
traffic. I didn’t realize it until after we landed that there was a wall to the south of the airport of very
dark and heavy clouds waiting for us to land before they unloaded all the moisture they had in them.



We got checked in, met up with some friends for dinner and turned from racers to board directors to
accomplish our assigned tasks for the weekend. Safety inspections on the airplanes, safety briefings for
the racers, and drama in the background kept us busy. Whenever other racers would ask if we had done
our flight planning before we got there, we replied that we would do it Tuesday night. With perplexed
looks on their faces, they reminded us that Start Take-off was Tuesday morning! Yes, we answered, but
since we were the last plane to depart Lakeland, all we had to do was follow everyone else to the first
stop! We would figure everything else out from there.

When we arrived at Moultrie, the first stop on the race, we decided to sit for a few minutes and catch
our breath. We ended up talking with some wonderful local people, including a shy, young man who
had seen the news articles about the race and wanted to see the excitement. Unfortunately, all but two
of the teams had already departed, but we talked with him for a while and are glad we did. He had been
interested in learning to fly, and he said this really cemented the idea and plan. At each stop along the
route, we met some fascinating people, both racers and volunteers! I love talking to them and hearing
their stories. Often times, we get busy with our own lives and forget to listen to others, but if we did,
we would hear of unfulfilled dreams, fears overcome, hopes that finally materialized, and the struggles
we all go through, thinking no one can understand. But, we all can, because we’ve all been there.

Some of the excitement of the race
included our leg from Pine Bluff to Ada
to Lawrence, where we planned to sit for
several hours. As we rounded the corner
at Ada, we were keeping an eye on a
little weather radar return just to the
west of the route and just south of
Lawrence. It seemed slow moving,
almost stationary, with a larger return
building to the west. Lots of calculations
over the next 200 miles convinced us the
small cell was moving fast enough and
there was a 6-mile gap between the two
cells that we should be able to get
through. As we travelled north, the
small cell slowed down, the large cell
grew larger and the gap closed to 4
miles. No more following the magenta line; we were going to have to divert slightly to stay in VFR
conditions. Rats! For the first time since we left Lakeland, we had finally found a tail wind and the
weatherman proved to be wrong (again!). With lots of prayers and calculations, we made it through the
gap and landed at Lawrence. I ran the fuel slip in to the volunteers while Lara waited for the fuel truck
to arrive, we made quick bathroom stops, and said hello to the very nice people at KLWC. The Stop
Chair told us they were talking about closing the timing line due to lightning coming from that larger
cell! No rest for the weary! We literally ran back to the plane, fired it up and launched. We took off as
the first few drops were starting to fall, circled around to make our departure flyby, and headed east.
About 10 minutes later, someone on the radio announced the timing line was closed due to weather.
Whew! Great timing! Not the best winds on the next leg, but we weren’t held up waiting for the
weather to clear. We weren’t in Kansas anymore, Toto!



The next stop was Mt. Vernon and a new first for me, a dual flyby! We were 15 miles out when a racer
in front of us called their 10-mile call. Calculations, checking their handicap, and yes, it was possible. I
made our 10-mile call with the possibility of a dual flyby, to warn the timers on the ground. It ended up
with us 1 second in front of them as we crossed the timing line! As we pulled up, then backed off on the
throttle, we received another low voltage warning. Sheesh! Really!? We turned everything off the
nonessentials and landed. Hoping it was just the excessive heat and humidity, we waited for several
hours for the plane to cool down. As we hopped back in at 4pm and fired it up, we held our breaths.
Nothing. No amps. No power. The wonderful mechanics at KMVN towed us into a hangar and four sets
of hands went to work. Result: bad alternator. At 4:30, Lara called Aircraft Spruce in California who said
they would put a new one in the mail for an arrival for Friday morning by 10:30am. I went into
calculation mode, determining how long it would take to install the new alternator and what our drop-
dead time was to depart in order to fly the remaining two legs (465nm) and still arrive before the Arrival
Deadline in Terre Haute. AND there was a time change as we crossed from Central time to Eastern time
zone. The airport folks gave us a crew car and we checked into a hotel that had dinner (with free
drinks!) and breakfast. At 6am Friday morning, Lara received an update from UPS. Our package had
been delayed until Monday. I’m in the shower and Lara is pounding on the bathroom door saying,
“We’re done”. Okay, I can take my time! When I came out, we discussed our options, the main one
being to withdraw from the race. Not the option we wanted, but it would work. More prayers and
calculations and 15 minutes later, we received a phone call from the mechanic at the airport. There was
a plane in the shop for maintenance that had the exact same alternator that we needed and would we
allow him to install that one instead. YES, Please!!! By the time we arrived at the airport, they were
almost done. Cowling back on, quick test, fuel added, and off we went!

We arrived at Terre Haute with a couple of hours to spare, enjoyed the wonderful melt down party
hosted by Hoosier Aviation and waited with everyone else to receive the email from the judges telling us
whether or not we had penalties. The email arrived at 5am Saturday. We were to meet with the judges
regarding potential penalties. Seriously?! We went back through every flyby, every radio call,
everything we could think of that we could have done wrong. Did I make the required calls? Were we
low enough, close enough to the timers? We ended up meeting with the judges who had questions on
two of our flybys, one being the dual. They verified that we went wide on that one for safety and we
argued the other one. We still had to wait another 24 hours to see if they assessed the penalties and
what the results were.

Sunday night was the awards banquet. We were emotionally exhausted, from the storm in Indiana
before the race, the weather during the race, and the mechanical issues with the plane. There was also
a fire in the hotel across the street that threatened the loss of electricity, not to mention evacuation.
We had already accomplished one of our three goals: we finished the race! I was thrilled! As the
awards were announced, we didn’t receive any leg prizes, which told me either we did pretty good or
pretty bad. When the night was over, we had placed 5th with a positive score of .24 over our handicap,
only .4 points behind first place! The next morning, results were sent out and our third goal was
accomplished, no penalties!

If you haven’t raced before, you need to, whether it is Palms to Pines or the Air Race Classic or any
others that are out there. You learn a lot about weather, about your plane, and about yourself. And it is
a blast getting together with many other women pilots, all who are there to support each other. I
greatly appreciate all the support and encouragement in emails and texts I received from my OC 99s
sisters. I only wish Celia and others had been a part of it. I’m so thankful that I am a part of this group
of ladies.



A Turn in Life and Turn of a Wrench ~Celia Vanderpool

I was heading out to New Mexico to meet up with Superstar 99
Cousin Susan Larson. We were Race #17 in the Air Race Classic
this year, and super excited. Susan spent the winter and spring
ge�ng the airplane ready, paperwork in order and flying the 
handicap qualifier in Arkansas. Finally we were ready to head to 
Lakeland, Florida, for the race start. Several events transpired in
a short period of �me that put a monkey wrench in that year 
long plan. We had to scratch. The hardest phone call for Susan
to make, without doubt, was to the race commi�ee to let them 
know we were not coming. It was extremely difficult for her as 
she knows most of the racers, and the looming social loss was
devasta�ng.

While wai�ng for the final decision, I started clearing out old 
emails and ran across cross a couple of the Korean War Coali-
�on newsle�ers. This is a group of baby boomer survivors who 
lost a rela�ve in the Korean War or has someone s�ll on the list of the missing and unaccounted for, which is s�ll over 7000. As 
human remains are returned and go through the DNA process, families receive no�ce that their loved one will finally return 
home. I skimmed through and was just about to press delete. Something caught my eye near the bo�om, in small print near where 
it says “unsubscribe.” I saw a no�ce about an A-26 restora�on and interested par�es were invited to send an email.

This grabbed my a�en�on because my father was shot down in the bomber configura�on of this Douglass aircra�, designated B26 
Invader.  The A26 is the same fuselage in an a�ack configura�on with wing and nose guns, some�mes a turret and incredible 
speed. The range increases because the bomb bay can carry extra fuel tanks.  I fired off an immediate inquiry, asking if there would 
be an opportunity within the next year some�me, to go see the plane. Within five minutes I had an unexpected response along 
with an invita�on to go see the plane in two days. It was in an old hangar on the rim of the Grand Grand Canyon off Valle airstrip or 
40G.

Hmmmm. A�er another call to Cousin Susan to confirm our race status the next call was to American Airlines about my               
nonrefundable �cket. The cut off was 24 hours for any changes and I made that deadline by a squeak. Susan agreed to a            
postponement of my arrival by a week, with a greatly modified plan to fly and meet the racers as they came through Lawrence 
Kansas.

As plans blew apart and reformed, the next step was to research the contact fellow and the airplane. Was this legit??? The
Internet search put me at ease, and I repacked for dirty work and heat. Was I really giving up being copilot in the Air Race Classic to
get all greased up and turn wrenches? What a trade. The camaraderie and social part of racing with the reunion of old friends,
poten�al to make new ones and the thrill of being part of a elite group of women who can compete and even rise to the challenge 
of air racing in today’s flying environment is something that’s difficult to pass up. And yet, an opportunity to jump in a unknown 
airplane with a pilot you’ve never met before and fly out to the rim of the Grand Canyon on a remote strip and sleep on the couch 
in the office of a closed museum in the heat of summer seemed like a wonderfully strange alterna�ve. Of course, I said yes.

Opportunity wasn’t knocking on the door; it was using a crash ax. Thinking through the odd chain of circumstances and chance, this
just had to happen. Although it was sad not to race, I was excited for this opportunity to sit in and pet and smell and soak up the
enormity of the A26 without wai�ng in line or being rushed. I could be hands-on a plane my father might have flown. I wanted to 
go through the plane’s logbooks to see if there were any �mes it might have been in the same place as my dad. Later I did find out 
that both the plane and my father were at Hobbs New Mexico; could it have been at the same �me?

Next thing I knew, I was driving to Aircra� Spruce on a June Gloom low overcast morning to pick up parts for someone I didn’t even 
know, instead of flying to the Air Race star�ng point.  But Aircra� Spruce Corona did know about the people and the A26 project 
and assured me this was an OK opera�on. Next was down to Oceanside to await the arrival of an aircra� I had never seen up close 
before.  A Beechcra� Model 50 Twin Bonanza.  Painted in Swiss Government paint scheme, she flew in to pick me up and we were 
off, racing across the desert and racing sunset trying to land before dark at the small airfield. The runway is only 4199’ long at 6000’ 
eleva�on, an illusion at only 45 feet wide. It is in marginal condi�on, beginning to wear from winter ice heaves. We tucked in the 
Bonanza, retrieved a rag-tag suburban, and tried to get the water turned on before dark. My night at the museum was just
beginning.



Along with howling wind and hangar doors banging, I swear I could hear the voices of past crews and pilots, swapping stories in
hangar talk of the ghostly kind, covering decades of adventures in this collec�on of airplanes. Among them, in dim light, was the 
A26 pa�ently wai�ng for a li�le spa treatment. This is the same type aircra� that was flown in the movie “Always”, so movie star 
quality for sure.

I remembered the email exchange, where it said a qualified pilot was needed at the controls in the cockpit while adjustments were 
made to complete work on the carburetor.  Fabulous! But what happened the first day, was “bait and switch.”  Instead, I was on 
one of the workbenches taking apart the �red oil system held together with petrified rubber that chipped off in small pieces, fried 
and melted gaskets, and more hose clamps than I think I've ever seen in my life in one spot. And that was just the le� engine.  The 
counterclockwise and clockwise rota�on of work began. Eighteen spark plugs per Pra� and Whitney R-2800-27 Double Wasp 2000
horsepower engines and at nine giant cylinders per row, she is stacked! I had to work on scaffolding for the 18.5 feet of height on 
the powerful big twin. I used the drill press, grinder, all sorts of solvents, removed spark plugs, bore scoped the cylinders and made
notes for the mechanic, and made new gaskets.  Happy as an old lady in grease, this was be�er than a pig in mud. Thank goodness 
for the restaurant across the street, with air condi�oning! 

With a nasty crosswind building up and a forecast of three days of heavy unfavorable winds along with density al�tude, the trip 
was cut short by a day and the best �me to depart was calculated. I already miss the A26, and hope for a rendezvous soon, perhaps 
in cooler weather.

The restora�on group welcomes volunteers in organized work par�es with people who are willing to stay out in the desert a few 
days at a �me.  They collect dona�ons specific to the A26 project. This one won’t be carrying bombs. Does anyone want to get their 
hands dirty for a worthy cause and help get this black bird back in the air before Oshkosh next year? A�er trying to be helpful and 
work hard, there is a chance that my father’s name will be placed on the pilots’ side, honoring his memory and service.

Once I got all of the grease and mess off, I headed east again. Susan and I shared a lovely week in unseasonably cool, stormy 
weather in Santa Fe, dining on great food, visi�ng art galleries, lamen�ng about the race, planning for next year and we did fly for 
her Flight Review!

A Night in the Museum, avia�on style!

Two rows of 9 radial

cylinders each side.

The Yuck system

If you are naughty, you sort bolts and screws.



How many spark plugs?????

Woo hoo! New gaskets!

One missing????? No way!

Another naughty bench Race #17 Crew Susan Larsen and Celia



A BIG THANK YOU!   
by Diane Titterington-Machado 

If a picture is worth a 1,000  
words, then I figured dozens of 
photos on an 8 X 4 foot banner 
should get some attention and 
show people what we are all 
about. I sketched the design at 
left and started gathering 
photos. Since my layout skills 
are rudimentary at best, this 
project needed a professional. 
I called Trish Magdalena who 
is a senior graphic designer.  

I'd gather photos and she agreed to arrange them for printing. Later, Trish said it was like working a giant 
jigsaw puzzle. With 88 members, we'd have enough photos to make 3 different banners, right? The problem 
was that only large, clear, at least 300 dpi (dots per square inch) photos could be used. Enlarging anything less 
would produce a distorted banner. Photos needed to be sent as attachments in JPG, TIF or EPS format to 
keep the clarity. Cell phones indicate a photo will be attached, however, they aren't. They're embedded in the 
text, losing clarity. We could use only 10% of the photos sent. We even considered using stock airplane photos 
to fill spaces. With the deadline looming, we both were feeling stressed and losing sleep, but we squeaked the 
project in on time. I'm sorry if lack of clarity eliminated your photo. I truly tried to include every member.   

When taking photos, take a few in high resolution, then direct-connect camera to computer to download for storage. 

Thanks to all of our members who did extensive searches for photos—and MEGA thanks to Trish! 

 



Those “Little Things” Overlooked or… DO Sweat the Small Stuff!
By: Claudia Ferguson

Some�mes it’s the “li�le things” that ma�er.  As we con�nue to fly, there are a whole bunch of those li�le things we do so much 
they become a habit.  Others we thought about a lot when we were learning, but may not pay much a�en�on to now.  If you’ve 
flown the same airplane for a long �me now (and this really applies most to those of us who are owners), there may be a 
tendency to “see” what you expect to see – what you’ve seen a whole bunch of �mes before.  There is also a tendency to let some 
“li�le things” go una�ended.  They didn’t ma�er the last �me you flew, and won’t ma�er this �me – or so you convince yourself.
Or maybe you’re not using checklists any more because you’ve got them memorized? What happens if you’re distracted? Are

you sure you’ll pick up exactly where you le� off?  Those li�le things can really come back to haunt you.  It’s a bit 
like the old story that ends in “Oh, for the want of a nail!”

Once in a while, I need to be reminded to pay more a�en�on to those li�le things I do automa�cally and some 
li�le things that tend to get postponed due to lack of �me or lack of memory(!).  This month, I’d like to ask you the 
same ques�ons I ask myself and maybe provide a few sugges�ons for the reasons they are worth looking at:

When was the last �me you REALLY paid a�en�on to whether the:

mag switch really was “OFF” before you started pre-flight?
Some switches are so old that the key will come out in something other than the “OFF” posi�on.  It’s a good idea to double 
check before you start your pre-flight so that you aren’t inspec�ng a “hot prop”.

windshield was clean, both outside and in - how about the back and/or side windows?
Give yourself a li�le extra �me on pre-flight to clean them if necessary – and maybe catch them on a post-flight, so they’ll be 
ready to go the next �me (assuming the aircra� is hangered).

�res were properly inflated and had no threads showing?
Keep a �re pressure gauge in the side pocket where you keep your fuel sampler so you can check pressure.  
When you pull the aircra� out of its �e-down, look at the �res as they’re rolling out to make sure the tread is 
OK.

nose strut was at the proper infla�on level?
This may be a bit of a “SWAG”, but you can usually tell at a glance if it’s too high or has collapsed en�rely (THAT one’s really 
obvious when it happens).

alternator drive belt was �ght and in good condi�on?
Give it a tug to ensure it’s not loose as you do your walk-around, and take a good look for cracks, especially if it’s been on
there for a while.  If you lose your alternator in flight, your electrical system will depend solely on the ba�ery and may not last 
very long.

air filter was clean and a�ached properly?
Check the bracket for loose screws, etc., and if the filter looks like it’s clogged up, get a new one.  Your engine will be very 
sluggish if it can’t breathe properly.

fuel caps were on �ght?
If you fly your own aircra�, you can just about guarantee the caps are on right by always doing the fueling yourself.  (OK, I 
admit to being a “nut” about this, but I’ve never had a problem with the caps being on wrong, either!) Make sure the O-ring
seals are in good condi�on, too.  If your plane sits outside, water can leak right past cracked O-rings (or even those that have
become hardened and not cracked). Note that “umbrella” style caps usually keep water from leaking in, but they can be put
on incorrectly allowing water in or fuel to escape.  It’s pre�y embarrassing to take off and no�ce fuel streaming off the trailing 
edge of your wing (expensive, too).

fuel had been in the tanks long enough for water to precipitate out of a before you checked them (15-20 min.)?
If you add fuel and then take off immediately, you take your chances.  Be�er to add fuel at the end of a flight so the water will 
have long since gone to the sumps. Don’t rely on the fuel vendor either. Even if you’ve never in 20 years had watery/dirty
fuel from “so-and-so’s” fuel pumps, there’s always a first �me.  Do you really want to risk it?



Those “Little Things” Overlooked or… DO Sweat the Small Stuff! Cont.

pitot tube was really clear – how about the sta�c ports?

While we don’t have “mud daubers” in this area, it’s s�ll possible to get a clogged pitot tube.  Take a flashlight and shine it in 

there to make sure. While you’re at it, also check the crankcase breather tube to make sure it’s open. Don’t know where

that is? Ask a mechanic to show you. The tube is there to relieve internal crankcase pressure. If there’s no pressure relief,

your crankcase could crack open – SO not good!

dip s�ck was screwed in properly?
With some airplanes, this is a real art – not too �ght and not too loose, but just right.  Too loose is more of a 
problem, as oil tends to make a big mess when it leaks out.

brakes were OK and the pad s�ll had wear on it?
If you don’t know what to look for, get someone knowledgeable to show you.  The brake mechanism needs to be firmly 
a�ached, and the pad needs to have a minimum thickness.

antennas were firmly a�ached and clean?
Granted, antennas don’t normally come loose, but that’s what you’re checking for during pre-flight.  They don’t work as well 
when they’re oily and dirty, either.  Be sure to check the ones that may be under the aircra� and wipe off any oil residue.

airplane had a light spray of oil on the cowl, windshield, landing gear, or prop which would indicate the
beginnings of an oil leak? Even a li�le oil makes a BIG mess.  The loca�on of a “mist” of oil can help 
determine where it’s coming from. Unfortunately, there are LOTS of places under the cowling that
can be the source for a leak. Experience and a good mechanic can tell you a lot.

al�meter and direc�onal gyro were set during your run-up.
Ever get into the air and find out that you’ve forgo�en to set the gyro compass?  It’s a lot easier to 
set it according to the magne�c compass when you’re on the ground, and it isn’t bouncing all over the place (which is why we 
have gyro compasses…).  By the way, have you ever seen a magne�c compass without the fluid?  If the seal gets old and 
allows the fluid to leak out, in flight you won’t be able to read it at all because it will be bouncing and jumping all over the 
place.

ammeter showed a posi�ve rate of charge during flight?
Can you hear the “alternator whine” in your headset?  This is really important to check at night, or you may find yourself 
flying in a dark cockpit.  By the way, are your flashlights close at hand?  Are the ba�eries good?

mags ground properly a�er a flight?  (is the “P-Lead” disconnected?)
I’ve had this happen to me at least 4 �mes in my flying career.  The key gets to the “OFF” posi�on on the momentary check 
and the engine keeps running smoothly. The “P-Lead” is disconnected and the magnetos are “hot”. Uh oh. Do not pass GO,
do not collect $200, just get it fixed ASAP!!  The trouble is that you really don’t know on pre-flight (unless your cowling lets 
you look easily and you know where to look) whether the P-Lead is connected or not, so you have to assume it’s not. That
means you have to treat the prop as though it would start turning with the slightest provoca�on.

It’s part of our human characteris�cs to become so accustomed to familiar tasks that we “see” what we expect to see if we aren’t 
concentra�ng.  I know I have to constantly remind myself during pre-flight to pay a�en�on, not get distracted, and to double-
check if I’m in any doubt. I always take one last walk around the airplane before I get in it just to make sure everything is looking
OK.  The list above contains just a sample of those “li�le things” that it’s possible to overlook.  I’ll bet you can think of lots more.

Have a safe flight!

Claudia Ferguson, Safety

San Fernando Valley 99s

Avia�on Safety Counselor

© CK Ferguson 2017



OUR MISSION

The NINETY-NINES® INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF WOMEN PILOTS® promotes advancement
of aviation through education, scholarships, and mutual support while honoring our unique history and sharing

our passion for flight.

Join us Online

Chapter Website - http://oc99s.sws99s.org/new

Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/oc99s

Contact the OC99s - OCninetynines@gmail.com

To a Very Accomplished Woman: All Ninety-Nines

Happy August Birthdays!

1 Sally Ayer
8 Teresa Karich
14 Julie McCoy Schafer
14 Pam Mizell

If we missed your birthday, Happy Belated,
and please send the date to us at OCNinetynines@gmail.com

Thank you to all who have contributed to this issue!
Plane Tales is a collaborative effort.

We count on many to help make it the wonderful newsletter that it is.

Amazon Smile Link - https://smile.amazon.com


